1.. INTRODUCTION
================

Clinical guidelines are evidence-based recommendations for diagnosing and/or treating patients with certain medical conditions. When adapted and implemented by medical care providers, clinical guidelines have been shown to improve the quality of medical care and to reduce its costs \[[@R1]-[@R4]\]. However, most clinical guidelines published by professional associations around the world exist only in a free-text representation and are not sufficiently accessible to clinicians at the point-of-care. Applying clinical guidelines using computerized methods for guideline retrieval, display and automatic application as part of computer-based clinical decision support (CDS) systems is expected to increase their utilization and thus improve the quality of medical care. A prerequisite for automated guideline application, however, is a machine-comprehensible (formal) representation of the guidelines.

The task of representing clinical guidelines in a machine-comprehensible format is complicated and has many different aspects. In the background section of the paper we summarize different approaches and studies in this field. These approaches often successfully solve a subset of the problems concerning guideline specification but typically do not address the full scope of these problems. The heart of the problem of creating and maintaining a scalable repository of formal medical knowledge is that, on the one hand, clinicians cannot and need not program in formal specification languages. On the other hand, computer programmers and knowledge engineers do not completely understand the semantics of medical knowledge and procedures. For both types of experts, time is limited and expensive.

In addition, another issue that requires special care when representing the knowledge embodied by clinical guidelines is that clinical guidelines include both *procedural* knowledge, such as workflows, as well as *declarative* knowledge, such as definition of clinically meaningful abstract terms and temporal patterns. Each type of knowledge requires a unique methodology and set of tools for its acquisition and specification, but both need to be integrated within the same, well-encapsulated guideline, while still supporting the option for reuse of the knowledge by future guidelines.

In our previous work, which we describe in detail in the Background section, we have proposed, in order to support an incremental guideline-specification process, a *hybrid* guideline-representation format, which includes several increasingly formal representation levels, from a semi-structured format, through a semi-formal representation, to a formal, machine-executable representation. We have implemented this concept in the *Digital electronic Guideline Library* (*DeGeL*) architecture \[[@R5]\]. We have also evaluated in detail the ability of clinicians to understand the semi-structured and semi-formal formats and to use them to represent clinical guidelines \[[@R6],[@R7]\]. However, the necessity for a comprehensive methodology for graphical guideline specification from free text down to the fully formal representation format, and the need for integration of the procedural and declarative aspects of the knowledge embodied by clinical guidelines, needed further addressing.

In the current study, we start by describing our design and implementation of a new knowledge-specification platform, called *Gesher.*We then focus on describing the detailed evaluation of three important services of that platform: Specification of procedural clinical knowledge, specification of declarative clinical knowledge, and exploration of the knowledge embodied by a given clinical guideline.

2.. OBJECTIVES
==============

The objectives of the current study were to address the main issues that remain unresolved by existing guideline-specification approaches (as we describe in detail in the Background section) and to evaluate the proposed solutions. Thus, we focused on the following four main objectives:

1.  **Develop a Central Repository for Hybrid Clinical Guidelines**. The first objective of this study was to develop an integrated framework that supports all of the steps for an incremental guideline specification process. To support the basic requirements of sharing and reusing the formally represented medical knowledge and to provide a scalable infrastructure, the framework should include a central knowledge repository for storing, searching and retrieving guidelines.

2.  **Propose a Methodology for Guideline Specification that Supports Collaboration between Expert Physicians and Knowledge Engineers.**The second objective was to propose a comprehensive methodology for specifying clinical guidelines at all guideline-representation levels. The proposed methodology should take into consideration the collaboration of different types of participants, such as expert physicians, clinical \[knowledge\] editors, and knowledge engineers, all of whom are necessary for achieving a complete and valid guideline specification. The methodology should also address the required tasks of localization and customization of the clinical guidelines according to the special requirements of each specific clinical organization.

3.  **Develop a Graphical Framework for Clinical Guideline Specification at Multiple Representation Levels.**To support the incremental knowledge specification process, it is necessary to provide expert physicians, clinical editors, and knowledge engineers with usable tools for performing the gradual and methodological process of clinical guideline specification.

4.  **Evaluate the Knowledge Specification Framework and the Suggested Methodology.**Another major objective of this study was to evaluate the developed framework and to assess the quality of the specification products, the time required for completing the specification task, and the usability of the guideline specification tools. We wanted to assess these features in detail for both the declarative and procedural aspects of guideline-based knowledge. Finally, we wished to assess the functionality and usability of the knowledge browsing tool for clinical guidelines.

3.. BACKGROUND
==============

Over the past 20 years there have been many efforts to provide automated support to evidence-based medicine by formalizing guidelines into machine-interpretable formats that can be applied within CDS automated systems. Several guideline-specification ontologies that were developed represent guidelines in a formal and machine-interpretable format. A comprehensive comparison between most of those approaches can be found in \[[@R8],[@R9]\]. Existing major approaches for formally representing and applying guidelines vary in terms of the goals they were designed to achieve, in their representation model and in the knowledge specification tools they provide. To summarize these approaches and to understand some of the unresolved issues in the field, we describe them here divided into two groups: model- and document-centric. The model-centric approaches (e.g. PROforma, GLARE, GASTON, and GLIF) emphasize the formal representation of guidelines and aim for guideline application by runtime engines. The document-centric approaches (e.g. GEM, HGML)stress the original textual document and provides tools mainly for converting the guideline text into a structured representation, for such tasks as guideline retrieval, verification and presentation.

It should be noted that both approaches, the model-centric and to a lesser extent the document centric, imply predefined underlying guideline ontology based on a set of knowledge-roles, such as eligibility-conditions, exit-conditions, process objectives, and outcome goals. These knowledge-roles require explicit modeling and typically cannot be accommodated by a standard rule-based approach in which all rules are handled equally with uniform semantics. Furthermore, experience has shown that large rule-based systems become unwieldy and adding rules might actually degrade overall system performance due to the lack of an underlying, explicit semantics regarding the role of each rule \[[@R10],[@R11]\]. Since the objectives of guideline specification also facilitate maintenance as knowledge is updated, a common phenomenon in medical domains, there is significant advantage in having clear underlying guideline ontology.

3.1.. The Model-Centric Approaches
----------------------------------

This group \[[@R12]\] comprises all the frameworks that were designed to achieve automatic guideline application within CDS systems. Most of these frameworks include sophisticated tools for specifying guidelines to create a formal format according to their underlying representation model. Since these methods do not attribute much importance to directly relating the formal representation to the original free-text, they often do not maintain references to the original text source. Many of the tools that these frameworks provide for guideline specification are based on the Protégé knowledge acquisition framework and are designed for use by knowledge engineers who are familiar with the complex structures of the underlying formal representation ontologies. None of these approaches suggests a gradual specification methodology that supports collaboration with medical experts who are not medical-informaticians. The collaboration of medical experts, however, is crucial for achieving a correct specification that is customized to local applications in specific medical centers. Most of the model-centric methods also do not include either a central digital repository with tools for guideline storage, retrieval, sharing, and versioning or a formal authorization model that determine access for various knowledge-base functionalities. Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}** summarizes these approaches.

3.2.. The Document-Centric Approaches
-------------------------------------

The document-centric approaches include frameworks that regard the original free-text guidelines, as the starting point of the specification and use it in the specification process. Several of these methods present and share the guideline\'s knowledge in a more structured, but still textual-based representation. The objective of some other document-centric approaches is to extract a more formal representation of the guideline knowledge in order to verify the guideline or as a later step towards formal specification. Table **[2](#T2){ref-type="table"}** summarizes these approaches.

3.3.. Unresolved Issues in Guideline Specification
--------------------------------------------------

When examining existing approaches for automated specification and application of clinical guidelines, there are several unresolved issues. To achieve automated application of the knowledge of clinical guidelines, and embed it within automated CDS systems, it is necessary to create a formal model of the guideline, resolving ambiguities in the free-text representation and specifying relevant new knowledge that is only implicit in the original, free-text clinical guideline sources. To create a reliable specification based on evidence-based recommendations, and to enable updating of the formal representation of the guideline when new versions of the textual source are being published, it is necessary to maintain references from the formal model to the source text and vise-versa. None of the existing methods mentioned above fully supports both of these requirements. In addition, it is also necessary to integrate the guideline specification and runtime application tools with a central repository that makes it possible to share the guidelines as well as to control and restrict their access and to provide tools for reproducing and versioning existing guidelines. Most of the existing methods do not suggest an overall methodology for guideline specification, from its free-text source to a fully formal representation. In particular, such a methodology must support a collaboration of the knowledge engineers with the expert physicians, a collaboration that is crucial for achieving a complete and correct specification. Several additional unresolved issues are related to methods for supporting specification into multiple guideline representation languages and the explicit handling of procedural versus declarative knowledge.

In our research, we propose an overall methodology for the guideline specification process and provide a new framework to support the steps of this methodology. This framework also includes a central knowledge library and a graphical knowledge specification tool. As explained later in this paper, some aspects of this process are not specific to specific guideline ontology. For the formal representation format, we used the Asbru ontology \[[@R21]-[@R23]\], which is an expressive guideline-specification formal language, whose focus is on representing explicit intentions for the process and outcome in order to better support the quality assessment tasks. Asbru can be used to design specific plans as well as to support the performance of different reasoning and executing tasks. Asbru also provides a powerful mechanism to express extended time-oriented actions and plans caused by extended time- oriented states of an observed agent (e.g., many actions and plans need to be executed in parallel or at a very particular time point). These plans, which are combined with the intentions of the executing agent of the plan, are uniformly represented and organized in the guideline-specification library. During the execution phase, an applicable plan is instantiated with distinctive arguments and state-transition criteria are added to execute and reason about different tasks. Asbru is unique in its ability to represent explicitly different aspects of the guideline, each of which is useful to one or more guideline-support tasks and the computational mechanisms that perform these tasks.

In the following sections, we describe our approach and the tools we implemented. We also present three experiments that evaluate the functionality and usability of our approach\'s procedural knowledge specification, its declarative knowledge specification, and the knowledge exploration services it offers.

4.. METHODS
===========

Our study included four main phases: development of the infrastructure, including a central guideline repository; development of an incremental guideline specification methodology; development of graphical tools that support each step of this specification methodology; and performance of an evaluation of the knowledge specification tools.

4.1.. A Central Repository for Hybrid Clinical Guidelines
---------------------------------------------------------

To support the need for sharing and reusing medical knowledge, possibly represented in multiple formats, as well as the need for gradual specification of the knowledge, we implemented a new version of our *Digital Guidelines Library* (*DeGeL*), which had been developed previously \[[@R5]\]. Since, as explained in the introduction, the *DeGeL* framework supports a *hybrid*, multiple representation-levels model; it enabled us to support a gradual specification process that combines and benefits from both the model-centric and from the document-centric approaches. The earlier version of the *DeGeL* framework also included a Web-based guideline-specification tool, a guideline-indexing tool, a concept-based and context-sensitive guideline search engine \[[@R38],[@R39]\], an interface for visualizing the guideline search results, and a role-based access control (RBAC) authorization model.

The hybrid guideline representation model is a representation that includes several intermediate, increasingly formal formats. All intermediate and final formats are stored within the knowledge-base and include: (1) the original full text; (2) a *structured-text* representation (marked-up text); (3) a *semi-formal* representation that includes control structures such as sequential or parallel ordering of sub-plans; and (4) a fully *formal*, machine-comprehensible format.

The *DeGeL* library supports multiple guideline ontologies for representing guidelines. Each of these ontologies consists of knowledge-roles, which are semantic fields within the ontology such as, for example, "Eligibility Conditions". *DeGeL* provides a *hybrid meta-ontology* that supports knowledge roles common to all specific guideline ontologies, such as classification axes by which the guideline can be indexed. In contrast to many of the existing guideline ontologies, such as GLIF or GEM, *DeGeL\'s* hybrid meta-ontology distinguishes between two major components: documentation ontology and a specification meta-ontology.

The documentation ontology includes documentary knowledge roles that are common to all guideline ontologies. The guideline\'s title, authors and semantic classification indices are examples of common elements. The documentation ontology distinguishes between source (free-text) guidelines and hybrid (structured at one or more levels) guidelines and provides different documentation elements for each of these guideline types. Source guidelines are stored as free-text (HTML) documents while hybrid guidelines are the products of the specification process. The knowledge roles of the documentation ontology were created according to knowledge roles existing in other guideline ontologies, for example, knowledge-roles describing the guideline\'s identity (e.g., title, date of publication, date of last revision); knowledge roles describing the guideline developers (e.g., developer name, committee name); and knowledge roles describing the guideline quality (e.g. strength of recommendation, level of evidence). A detailed description of the knowledge roles existing in several guideline ontologies can be found at \[[@R34]\], where the GEM ontology is described in detail and compared to other ontologies. Although*DeGeL*\'s documentation ontology includes most of GEM\'s documentary knowledge roles, it is important to mention that the ontology can be easily extended and the change will be immediately reflected in the guidelines library (i.e., all existing and new guidelines will be extended with elements to retain the new knowledge roles).

The specification meta-ontology defines multiple target specification ontologies (e.g. GLIF, Asbru) that can be used for guideline representation. It enables knowledge engineers to structure the guideline ontology (i.e., when adding a new ontology and when maintaining an existing one). The meta-ontology makes the following assumptions: the specification ontology consists of a hierarchical structure of plans and sub-plans as is common in all major ontologies (e.g., Asbru, GLIF, Prodigy, Proforma and others); several action and plan types exist, such as \"medication\" or \"procedure,\" which are also common to all ontologies; and each guideline (which is composed from multiple plans and sub-plans) can relate to multiple declarative knowledge elements that describe the medical concepts.

When defining a new ontology within the *DeGeL* knowledge base, it will inherit the mentioned elements, which will then be extended to include the specific knowledge-roles of the new target ontology. For example, to define the Asbru ontology, we used *DeGeL*\'s tools to define the structure of the knowledge roles of this ontology, including the plan\'s conditions (e.g., filter, setup, abort); the plan-body; the plan intentions; (e.g., process, outcome); the actors; and the plan\'s effects, preferences and clinical-settings.

According to the hybrid representation model, when specifying new guideline plans into the library, each of the knowledge-roles of the target ontology can be specified according to the intermediate and formal levels of representation. In the following paragraph we clarify the hybrid representation model and describe in more detail the various levels of representation and the motivation behind each.

The *Structured-Text* representation level is achieved by textually describing the knowledge-role of a specific plan. For example, the filter condition of a guideline for the treatment of hypertension, can be specified with the following text \"Adult patient 18 years and over, with blood pressure of more than 140 systolic or more than 90 diastolic\". This textual annotation can completely originate from the source guideline (in this case, back pointers to the source can be mentioned) or may be created by the medical expert. There are three major benefits in providing this level of representation: (1) it can be created by the clinical editor or the medical expert without any knowledge about any formal specification language; (2) it clarifies the definition to the knowledge engineer who will be responsible for describing this annotation in a formal representation; and (3) it can be used by the context-sensitive search engine that can retrieve guidelines according to textual queries which are computed according to the guidelines text, but within specific knowledge-roles that can be selected by the users.

The *Semi-Formal*representation level is achieved by describing the knowledge in a more detailed manner that includes major elements from specific target ontology. Thus, the semi-formal representation, which has a different schema for each of the guideline ontologies, is determined by the knowledge engineers when deciding to support semi-formal representation for that ontology. The major motivation of providing semi-formal representation is to support a gradual representation process where the medical experts can take part in the more formal representation, but will not have to understand the complex structure of the formal specification language. Another benefit of this kind of representation is that it can support semi-automatic application of the guideline for guideline simulation, verification or even at the point-of-care in scenarios where an electronic medical record (EMR) is not available \[[@R40]\].

The *Formal* representation level is achieved by a complete specification of the knowledge according to syntax and semantics of the guideline ontology. A fully formal representation of the guideline will include a standard description of the knowledge elements within the guideline according to terms from standard vocabularies (such as SNOMED, ICD, LOINC), and include all necessary mappings between the knowledge items of the guideline to the data items within a specific EMR. This makes it possible to apply the knowledge of different types of application engines that achieve several tasks such as point-of-care recommendations, point-of-care critiquing and retrospective quality assessment. The motivation behind this level of representation is clear; usually it will be specified by a knowledge engineers assisted by a clinical editor.

### 4.1.1.. DeGeL-II: A New Version of the DeGeL Library

To improve the Web-based architecture of the previous version of *DeGeL*, we developed a new version (*DeGeL*-*II*) of the digital library. When designing the new version, our goal was to create a distributed, Web service- based, open architecture implementation according to the service oriented architecture (SOA) \[[@R41]\] design specification. The SOA architecture, which is also used by other initiatives such as SEBASTIAN \[[@R32]\], SAGE \[[@R29]\] SANDS \[[@R42]\] and CDS consortium \[[@R43]\], has the power to distinguish between different parts of the system such as the knowledge repository, the knowledge specification tools and the run-time applications engines.

This new design provides the ability to develop a suite of tools for guideline specification, retrieval and application. These tools use the services of the central digital repository but are not dependent on it. The open architecture may also host alternative tools for guideline specification and application. *DeGeL*-*II*\'s server allows development of rich client tools by using Web-service methods to retrieve and edit guidelines in the knowledge-base.

The internal architecture of *DeGeL-II* server was assembled from the following five modules: (1) a *guideline database* that contains the overall schema to support the hybrid multiple ontology representation; (2) a module responsible for *content management*; (3) a new guideline *search engine* that replaces the previous search engine \[[@R39]\] and supports full-text, context-sensitive and concept-based searches for enhanced guideline retrieval; (4) an *authorization and authentication module* that supports the group-based authorization model; and (5) a *Web-service API* that enables the guideline knowledge-base server to accept client requests and to orchestrates multiple steps in order to perform the requested transactions.

As *DeGeL* supports storing and retrieving guidelines from multiple ontologies, it uses several standards to represent the specification languages. All entities within *DeGeL*, such as documentation ontologies, specification ontologies and guidelines are stored within a central database using a relational schema. The schema allows the library administrators to define a hierarchical structure for each of the ontologies. This hierarchical structure is used to represent the ontology\'s hierarchy of knowledge-roles. For example, the Asbru ontology includes hierarchy nodes for the guideline\'s intentions, plan-body, effect and conditions. The conditions node includes sub-nodes for filter, setup, complete, abort and other conditions. When a new guideline is created the schema stores data to describe each of its plans, which can have details according to all knowledge roles at multiple representation levels. The internal structure of the data that is stored in each knowledge role is defined by the *Semi-Formal* and *Formal* schemas of each specification language. Each specification language is defined by an XML schema that is used by the knowledge specification tool to validate the content of the knowledge roles.

In addition to the library server, we have developed several external tools to administer and maintain the guideline library. These tools include: (1) An ontology-builder tool for the specifying and maintaining the hybrid ontologies stored within the knowledge-base server. (2) An authorization-specification tool which was developed to allow the library administrators to create and manage groups of users with different profiles consisting of a set of library roles. (3) An axes-builder tool which was developed to create and maintain the semantic axes of medical concepts used to classify (index) guidelines. These semantic axes are needed to support the enhanced concept-based retrieval mechanism of the guideline search engine.

The two main applications that are part of the overall architecture and use the library server are the guideline runtime application engine \[[@R40]\], which is outside of the scope of the current paper and the guideline specification platform, *Gesher*, which was developed in the current study and is described in detail in the following sections.

4.2.. Methodology and Graphical Framework for a Gradual Specification Process
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To achieve a high quality formal representation of medical knowledge, the specification process should be performed gradually, in a methodological fashion, and be supported by graphical tools that are used by different types of users during the process. In the following section we describe the methodology and tools we developed to support a gradual specification process. The methodology we propose combines the ideas of the two major approaches for guideline specification: (1) the document-centric approach, in which the specification process begins from the original free-text guideline and therefore elements of the formal representation relate to some part of the source document, and (2) the model-centric approach, which is focused mainly on the full formal representation. Therefore, we defined a gradual methodology to convert the guideline from its original text to a fully formal representation.

The actors involved in the methodology are *expert physicians* from the guideline\'s medical domain; *clinical editors* with general medical knowledge and familiarity with the guideline specification language and tools; and *knowledge engineers* who thoroughly understand the guideline ontology and the technical implications of using computer systems to apply the guideline. From our experience, since the time available to the expert physicians is very limited, it is necessary to use it efficiently. Therefore, the first steps of the specification involve the expert physicians, while the later steps involve mainly the clinical editors and the knowledge engineers.

As noted above, the graphical framework we developed is called*Gesher.*It is a client application designed to support the process of incremental guideline specification at multiple representation levels according to multiple target specification ontologies. To achieve a high quality specification in a reasonable time, *Gesher* supports the collaboration of the expert physicians, clinical editors and knowledge engineers. *Gesher* supports this gradual specification process through all of the steps of creating a formal representation of the guideline. Note that the capability for effective gradual specification also supports maintenance and modification of the clinical-guideline's knowledge. Although*Gesher* supports specification into multiple target ontologies and is not restricted to a specific one, we used the Asbru ontology for the formal level of representation and the components we developed for this level are used to generate a representation according to the Asbru language.

An important preliminary step for the guideline specification process is to form a clinical consensus about the semantics of the guideline. Previous research \[[@R6]\] has emphasized the importance of this step, which includes customizing the guideline knowledge needed for its adaptation in a local clinical setting. The knowledge within each clinical guideline includes procedural aspects with detailed descriptions of the actions taken during the patient care process, and declarative aspects with details about the medical concepts, definitions, and patterns of the patient\'s state. When adapting clinical guidelines into specific clinical settings, both the procedural and declarative aspects should be examined and, if necessary, modified by the local medical experts. Thus, a preliminary step to the specification is to conduct meetings with senior physicians who are expert in the guideline\'s domain. In these meetings, the experts construct a clinical consensus of the guideline based on the recommendations from the original source guidelines. The expert physicians should include the required local customizations. Since further specifications of the guideline will be based on the clinical consensus, the expert physician who participates in structuring the consensus using the graphical tools should take part in these meetings. Usually, the output of this step is documented in text and used in the first step of the specification.

In the following sub-sections we describe the various components of *Gesher* that are used in the gradual process. Each of these components supports different phases in the overall methodology, as illustrated in steps 2-5 of the following figure (Fig. **[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**).

### 4.2.1.. Specifying the Consensus in Gesher: The Decomposition of the Guideline

To support the task of structuring the consensus, *Gesher* provides a graphical interface (see Fig. **[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) that is used by an expert physician, assisted by a knowledge engineer, to roughly structure the main procedural aspects of the guideline consensus. When using the tool, the users can choose plans (i.e., Asbru\'s notification for a clinical step) from different semantic types and add them to the guideline\'s procedural flow. These clinical semantic types of plans include procedures, drugs, observations, educational steps, follow-ups, decisions (e.g., if-then-else plan in Asbru), general plans and reference-plans (i.e., reference to existing plans). In addition, the expert can also mark a clinical step as a periodic step, meaning that the step should be performed more than once.

Since most of the approaches for guideline specification contain a hierarchical structure to represent the overall complex guideline, Gesher provides the user with the ability to transform each plan into a complex plan consisting of a set of sub-plans. A new diagram will then be created for specifying the new complex plan. When sub-plans are being added to the diagram, the hierarchical structure of the guideline is being constructed. Gesher provides the ability to explore this hierarchy of plans and sub-plans in several visual ways such as by navigating through the tree-structure. This makes it possible to search for plans by their titles, or by navigating through the control flow diagrams. The hierarchical structure of the guideline is immediately stored in DeGeL (using the Web-service based API).

The consensus includes specifying the declarative aspects regarding the clinical algorithm. These aspects include the procedural type of a complex plan (i.e., one that has more than one sub-plan) including: \"Parallel\" execution of sub-plans; \"Sequential\"; \"Any-Order\" (i.e., plans are executed in parallel but no order defined); \"Unordered\" where the execution of sub-plans may overlap; and \"Or\" where not all sub-plans are mandatory. The declarative aspects also include specifying the eligibility criteria for starting each sub-plan; the abort criteria to cancel the plan\'s execution; the complete criteria for successfully finishing the plan; a notation whether the success of completing the sub-plan is mandatory for the success of completing its parent plan; and for each of the complex plans, a notifications of the number of the sub-plan that is mandatory for completing successfully the parent plan. In order to assist the user in structuring the consensus, default values were selected for some of these declarative properties. For example, the default value for the procedural type of complex plans is sequential while sub-plans are mandatory by default (except when the parent\'s procedural type is \"OR\").

Another task performed in this step is to create a list of the declarative medical concepts that are related by all the sub-plans comprising the guideline and to provide a textual description for each of these concepts. This list of medical concepts is called the "Guideline Declarative Knowledge", and will be further specified and defined, in the next step of the specification methodology.

### 4.2.2.. Creating the Structured Text Representation in Gesher

In this step, a clinical editor uses *Gesher* to create a complete *Structured-Text* representation of the guideline, according to the knowledge-roles of the specification ontology. Although we used the Asbru language, this step is not restricted to particular guideline ontology. Using *Gesher*, the clinical editor refines the plans created in the consensus and links these plans to portions of text in the source guideline. This creates a textual representation that is detailed according to the knowledge-roles of the target ontology and is performed for each of the guideline\'s sub-plans.

When the clinical editor marks-up text from the original guideline, the reference to the particular text segment in the source guideline is saved in the guideline library. These back-pointers that link the hybrid content to the sources are in the library and used by the interface to mark the location in the source when editing a knowledge role of a specific plan. Marking the text can assist the user when creating the specification or when updating a guideline at a later point in time. To edit the content of the structured-text representation (Fig. **[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**), *Gesher* provides a rich HTML editor, and help the user to mark-up a text by dragging portions of labeled content from one or more source guidelines into the selected knowledge role frames.

In addition to specifying the optional text of each knowledge role of the sub-plans comprising the guideline, the clinical editor performs additional tasks such as classifying the guideline according to the semantic indices of the digital library and connecting raw data concepts and declarative the knowledge concepts, to concepts from available, standard medical vocabularies, such as LOINC, CPT and ICD.

### 4.2.3.. Specifying the Semi-Formal Representation in Gesher

In this step, the expert physician and the knowledge engineer use a graphical interface within *Gesher* to further specify the consensus for the declarative aspects of the guideline. These aspects, which were textually described in the previous step of the process, are now specified in a detailed manner that we call semi-formal representation. The idea of this representation is to describe the declarative concepts in a complete manner that will later allow the knowledge engineer to create the formal and computer interpretable representation. To implement this action, we developed a specific interface called the *Knowledge Map* that allows the medical expert, in a reasonable amount of time, to examine and confirm all the concepts described in the guideline knowledge.

The knowledge map tool provides the ability to organize and describe the concepts within a specific guideline, at a level of detail that will later allow creating the formal representation. Each concept in the guideline is described by several attributes that are available in the graphical interface. These attributes include a textual description; a description of the type of concepts; a description of the possible values; and a definition of temporal aspects such as the period during which a certain measurement of the concept value is valid in the context of applying this guideline (i.e., for how long is a specific measurement valid).

To keep the knowledge map easy to understand and usable for expert physicians, we had to consider the trade-off between the expressiveness and simplicity of the underlying semi-formal model. To support cases in which the concepts needed to be described, complex constraints that exceed the expressiveness provided by the semi-formal model (e.g. composite temporal patterns or complex mathematical calculations), the expert can use a textual explanation in which these complex constraints should be described. The textual description allows the knowledge engineer to later specify these constraints in the formal representation.

The semi-formal model includes several types of concepts that can be added for describing the guideline\'s knowledge. The following section describes these types:

**Primitives** describe the raw data which is collected and examined during a clinical procedure. The primitive concepts may be numeric, Boolean (true/false) or symbolic (e.g., low/normal/high). The white blood cell count is an example of a primitive parameter. Most of the primitives will also include a time-stamp to specify the date and time of the measurement.

**Dates of Events** describe raw data that includes a time stamp without any scalar value. \"Date of Birth\" or \"Last Menstrual Period\" are examples of this type of concepts.

**Abstractions** describe composite concepts that relate or derive from one or more other concepts. Most of the concepts within free-text source guidelines are abstract concepts. For example, a concept such as \"Thrombocytopenia\" is a Boolean concept (i.e., it can be evaluated as true or false for a given patient in a given point of time) that is abstracted from \"Platelet count\". In the PET guideline, Thrombocytopenia is defined as Platelet count \< 100,000 per mm3. When describing an abstract concept, it is necessary to describe the relation(s), which we call \"Abstracted-From\", that involve other concepts and logical constraints on their value or temporal constraints on their time-stamps. When the abstraction is composed from more than one concept, it should also include a description of the logical operators that should be applied. Another example of an abstract concept from the PET guideline is \"Elevated Liver Enzymes\", which is defined as SGOT\>60 AND SGPT\>60. Notice the value constraints (\"\>60\") and the \"And\" logic operator.

**Logical Operators and Functions.** Another type of knowledge element, available in the knowledge map, is the Logical Operators and Functions. Elements of these types are used to describe the logical operator to apply when a concept is abstracted from more than one concept. The logical operator types include elements to describe the relation of AND (e.g., \"all of the following\"); the relation of OR (e.g., \"one or more existing of the following\"); and the relation of K-From-N (e.g. at least two are present from all of the following). The function type is used to describe mathematical functions to compute on the \"Abstracted-From\" concepts. When adding a function to the knowledge map, it is necessary to express it in the textual description.

### 4.2.4.. Example: Specifying the Concept \"Mild PreEclampsia\"

To illustrate the knowledge map interface and its underlying semi-formal model, we use the following example which is taken from the PET guideline. Fig. (**[4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**) illustrates the graph for specifying the concept "Mild PreEclampsia", which, according to the guideline's text, is defined as: "Blood pressure of 140 mm Hg systolic or higher, or 90 mm Hg diastolic or higher, that occurs after 20 weeks of gestation in a woman with previously normal blood pressure and Proteinuria, defined as the urinary excretion of 0.3 g or more, in a 24-hour urine specimen, OR a level of +2 or higher in a protein dipstick".

### 4.2.5.. Specification of the Formal Representation in Gesher

In this step, the knowledge engineer uses *Gesher* to create the formal representation in the final executable, target guideline ontology. Because we have chosen in this study to use the Asbru ontology as the underlying formal specification language, we developed a module that automatically generates Asbru guidelines (see Fig. **[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) from the inputs of the previous steps of the specification. By using the products of the former steps of the methodology, this module creates the representations of the guideline according to the syntax of the Asbru language and immediately stores them in the library.

The task of the knowledge engineer when using this module is to link between the procedural and declarative aspect of the guidelines and then to generate and validate the formal representation, which, in case of Asbru, is represented in XML. To further validate and, if necessary, to correct the guideline, the knowledge engineer can run a simulation of it by using the runtime application engine that is integrated within *Gesher* in a mode that we call \"debug mode\". To examine the behavior of the multiple paths within the guideline, the user utilizes the interface of the runtime application engine to provide simulated results regarding the different medical concepts and to observe the corresponding behavior of the system.

Despite the fact that this step is specific to a single ontology and that the module we developed supports only the Asbru ontology, *Gesher* can be easily extended to support the generation of formal representations according to other target ontologies. For example, a plan that was declared in the consensus as a decision plan is translated to Asbru as an "if-then-else" plan. However, if GLIF is being used, it can be translated into a decision-step plan. Although the design of the internal architecture of the system supports such extensions, nevertheless, an additional development will still be needed.

### 4.2.6.. Additional Functionality of the Gesher System

#### Guideline Classification

The*DeGeL* library contains structures of semantic indices for classifying guidelines (of both original sources and formal mark-ups). These indices provide better retrieval abilities when users are searching for guidelines in the library. Currently, these axes of semantic indices include thousands of medical concepts that can be used to classify each guideline. In order to classify a guideline with the relevant indices, the clinical editors use a graphical interface (see Fig. **[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**), which is part of *Gesher*. The interface of this component enables the editors to navigate through the hierarchical axes and to select the relevant concepts for the classification. It also provides a capability for searching the hierarchical axes of concepts using an automatic module that retrieves all the relevant results for a given key word and allows the user to allocate the position of each result in the hierarchical structures. The interface displays the current classifications of the guideline as a flat list of classifications; a second display presents the location of each assigned concept in the hierarchical structure.

#### Guideline Retrieval

To allow users to search and retrieve sources and formal guidelines from *DeGeL*, we developed a component that uses the API of *DeGeL*\'s search engine to retrieve guidelines from the library and to load them into the knowledge specification tool. The interface of this component provides the users with the ability to use the special functionalities of the search engine such as a context-based search within selected elements in the ontology and/or a concept-based search using the concept axes of *DeGeL* library.

To simplify the interface of the search functionality of *DeGeL*\'s search engine, the user can choose from three separate interfaces. The first interface is simple and provides the user with the option of searching with key words contained within the relevant guidelines (content and meta-data). The second interface enables the user to expand his query using concepts from the semantic axes within the library and to conduct context-sensitive searches. Such searches make it possible for the user to restrict a search to selected knowledge-roles of the relevant ontology (from the multiple ontologies within *DeGeL*). Providing these advanced search options in the search interface results in a complex interface that can only be used by those who are familiar with *DeGeL*, In order to allow less experienced users to benefit from the advanced functionality, we developed a third interface that allows experienced users to create search templates which are stored in the library server. These can then be used by less-experienced users who are required to only input their selected key words into the pre-made interface. We also developed a rich visual interface to display the search result. This interface provides visualizations of the guidelines from multiple ontologies; results for a given query; and their relations to the classification indices.

#### Guideline Exploration

The guideline exploration module of *Gesher* is used for exploring the hierarchical structure of clinical guidelines (see Fig. **[8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}**). This module allows navigation through the hierarchical structure of the guideline and provides visualizations of the procedural aspects. To support the display of guidelines from multiple ontologies, a generic structure based on *DeGeL\'s* meta-ontology is used for hierarchically representing the procedural aspects.

#### Reproduction and Versioning of Guidelines

To reuse existing knowledge, we have implemented a mechanism for reproducing existing guidelines. This mechanism allows the user to easily create from an existing guideline a new version that includes a deep copy of all knowledge elements of the original one. When a user creates a new version, she is automatically granted an ownership authorization on the new guideline and any changes made to the new version do not affect the original one. This mechanism supports such common requirements as modifying and customizing a guideline when implemented for a certain medical institution other than the one it was originally developed for.

When creating a new version of a guideline, the relation to the original one is saved, along with meta-data such as the date of creation and the editor\'s name, and the new version can be used for retrieving all versions for a specific guideline. The elements within the new version will be directly connected to the source guidelines that were referenced by the original one. If the content is modified, the editor is responsible for referencing the new sources. Currently, the system does not support automatic comparison between guidelines, but this functionality can be added using the pointers between guideline elements, the relations between sources and versions, and the dates of modifications.

In addition to reproducing a complete guideline, the system also supports the ability to copy sub-plans and declarative knowledge concepts between guidelines. This functionality (see Fig. **[7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**) enhances the reuse of existing knowledge and assists in minimizing the overall duration of the specification process. In principle, when copying a plan or a declarative concept, all levels of the representation, from structured text through semi-formal and formal representations, are reused and can then be modified in the new guideline. There are still many outstanding questions about what level of representation is mostly being reused. However, from our experience, we believe that the semi-formal representation level is the one that would actually be reused most since the semi-structured representation level serves primarily for documenting the semantics of the reused knowledge and would usually be modified during the reuse process. The formal level, on the other hand, is directly derived from the semi-formal level.

#### Guideline Maintenance

The combination of the ontology-based, guideline specification methodology and its implementation as the *Gesher* framework significantly facilitates maintaining existing clinical guidelines in the *DeGeL* library as medical knowledge is updated. For example, if eligibility conditions for a particular guideline change, the clinical editor simply modifies the appropriate knowledge-role, for example, the filter condition in the case of the Asbru ontology. Similarly, if the outcome goals of the guideline with respect to the patient are updated by a professional society, the clinical editor modifies the outcome intentions in the Asbru ontology. In both cases, the knowledge engineer then modifies the formal representation level of the respective knowledge-role. Note that the existence of explicit knowledge roles significantly facilitates version maintenance since consecutive versions can now be differentiated on the basis of exactly which knowledge-role(s) was modified.

### 4.2.7.. Summary and Illustration of the Overall Specification Process

To summarize the specification process and to illustrate the overall methodology, we describe here the cycles of the guideline specification for diagnosing and managing preeclampsia/eclampsia toxemia (see section 4.1.1). The guideline was selected by the head of the OB/Gyn division at the Soroka Medical Center due to its high occurrence and risk, and the specification process was performed in collaboration with experts from Soroka. To form a clinical consensus two meetings were held with senior medical staff from the hospital, including the participation of three ward managers and two senior experts. The consensus, which included some customizing to the original source, was documented and used in the specification steps.

After a training session, one of the medical experts decomposed a skeleton of the guideline using the *Gesher* tool in an iterative fashion that included four meetings of a medical expert and a knowledge engineer. Each meeting focused on separate sections of the guideline (diagnosis, mild preeclampsia management, severe preeclampsia management, and eclampsia management). The decomposition of the guideline in *Gesher* was completed, and then validated in a meeting with senior medical managers.

In the next step, an intern was trained as a clinical editor and used *Gesher* to create the structured-text representation and to link between elements in the structured guideline and the original source. To complete this task, the clinical editor consulted with the knowledge engineer during the guideline structuring process to further understand *Gesher* and the semantics of the representation model.

During the next step, the medical expert was trained to use the knowledge-map interface for creating the *Semi-Formal* representation. To shorten the time for completing this part of the process, the semi-formal representation was actually created with the graphical tool by the knowledge engineer using the structured text representation. However, after only two one-hour sessions the medical expert was able to validate and approve all elements in the specification. Because the specification of the structured-text comprising the recommendations and customizations was very clear, there was no need to involve again the senior ward managers.

The formal level was completed by the knowledge engineer who used *Gesher* to generate the guideline in its formal Asbru-based XML representation.

5.. EVALUATION
==============

We decided to evaluate three distinct aspects of the guideline specification framework developed in this study. The experiments we conducted were designed to evaluate the quality of the specification products; the usability of the tools; and the usability of the overall methodology. The quality of the specification products were measured in terms of the correctness and completeness of the semi-structured and semi-formal representation levels appearing in the output guideline specification. These measures were defined in collaboration with the senior domain experts (further details are provided below), and the products of each participant were compared to those of the senior expert.

These aspects were evaluated in three major experiments:

1.  The first experiment was conducted with the cooperation of physicians from the Obstetrics and Gynecology (OB/Gyn) Division at the Soroka Medical Center. In this experiment we evaluated the feasibility and usability of completing two phases of the specification methodology: structuring the consensus in *Gesher* and creating the structured-text representation. This experiment focused on the OB/Gyn guideline for the treatment of preeclampsia and involved clinicians from several levels using *Gesher* to create the guideline specification.

2.  The second experiment focused on the semi-formal representation of clinical guidelines. In this experiment, users (both clinicians and knowledge engineers) utilized *Gesher* to create the declarative knowledge specification of the preeclampsia guideline.

3.  The third, somewhat less formal experiment evaluated the functionality and usability of the exploration tool. In this experiment we created a guideline specification for treating patients with congestive heart failure with the anticoagulant, Coumadin. Then, we asked participants to use the exploration interface to answer several questions that we presented to them.

In the first two experiments we evaluated the capability of the users to use the tools to perform the guideline specification. In addition, we also tested the products of the specification process by using them as an input for both the runtime application engine as well as for the exploration component used in the third experiment.

5.1.. Experiment 1: Evaluation of the Interface for the Specification of Procedural Aspects of Clinical Guidelines
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this experiment, we applied *Gesher* to specify an important obstetric guideline-the diagnosis and management of preeclampsia/eclampsia toxemia. We assessed the feasibility (i.e., functionality and usability) of: (1) representing a clinical consensus customized for a particular medical center and (2) structuring the full content of the guideline. In addition, we assessed in a preliminary fashion the possibility of using a less experienced clinician as a markup editor by asking both a senior obstetrics and gynecology clinician and a general intern to represent the same guideline using *Gesher*. The results demonstrated the functionality and usability of *Gesher* in performing these tasks, at least for these two editors. Indeed, the intern\'s performance was at least as good as the senior physician with respect to the specific task of structuring the guideline in *Gesher* according to the hybrid Asbru ontology.

### 5.1.1.. The Preeclampsia/Eclampsia Toxemia Guideline

To evaluate the *Gesher* system and the guideline specification methodology, we conducted a study that included specifying the guideline for diagnosing and managing preeclampsia/eclampsia toxemia (PET) \[[@R44]\]. PET is a condition occurring in pregnancy characterized by high blood pressure and the appearance of protein in the urine. The condition is highly dangerous both to the fetus and to the mother. PET occurs in approximately 12-22% of pregnancies, and is directly responsible for 17.6% of maternal deaths in the United States. We created a structured representation of the PET guideline, which includes the required customizations for applying this guideline in a real clinical setting, in this case, the OB/GYN ward of the Soroka Medical Center.

### 5.1.2.. Experiment 1: Objectives

The objectives of this experiment were to evaluate the feasibility of the *Gesher* system in structuring a guideline consensus and performing the mark-up process. We were also interested in assessing, in a very preliminary fashion, the clinical editing performance of a senior expert physician and an expert in the guideline's domain compared to that of an intern with only general medical knowledge. We were also interested in assessing the time and human effort required for completing the specification process, and in discovering common mistakes made during the specification process.

### 5.1.3.. Experiment 1: Evaluation Methods

In following section we describe the methodological specification of the PET guideline. Several participants took place in the process. (1) The expert physician and the knowledge engineer together created the ontology-specific consensus that was structured in *Gesher*. They also created the \"Gold Standard\" specification in *Gesher* that was used in the evaluation. (2) The senior OB/GYN expert physician and a general intern (referred to below respectively as the expert and intern) who participated as the clinical editors who used *Gesher* to create the structured consensus and the structured representation of the guideline. (3) A group of senior expert physicians that took part in creating the clinical consensus based on the recommendations of the American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) guideline for diagnosis and management of preeclampsia and eclampsia.

#### Creating a Clinical Consensus

After choosing the guideline for the specification, we conducted two meetings with senior expert physicians from the Soroka Medical Center. In these meetings, they created a clinical consensus that included the recommendations from the original source guideline together with modifications and additions required for the customization and implementation of the guideline in this specific medical institution.

#### Creating Ontology Specific Consensus

Following the clinical consensus achieved in the first step, the expert physician, in collaboration with the knowledge engineer, created the ontology specific consensus, which is a detailed document describing both the procedural aspects of the clinical algorithm and the declarative definitions of the medical concepts within the guideline (e.g. the criteria for diagnosing severe PET). The ontology specific consensus was created as a printed flow-chart format.

#### Creating a Structured Consensus in *Gesher*

The clinical editors used *Gesher* to structure the clinical flow chart specified in the ontology specific consensus. The structured consensus includes all the sub-plans composing the guideline and specifies the *semantic type* of each sub-plan, such as drug administration or performance of an observation. The *procedural type* of each composite plan was determined in this step (e.g. sequential or parallel), and each plan was defined as mandatory or optional, with respect to whether it needs to be completed in order to allow the process to continue to the next sub-plan. For each sub-plan several properties were defined as structured text (e.g. "abort condition"). The plan properties included optional annotations describing the following procedural aspects: the eligibility criteria to enter the plan; the conditions for completing the plan successfully or for aborting the execution of the plan; and, in the case of periodic (repeating) plans, a specification of aspects such as frequency and number of iterations. Another task performed in this step was the creation of the list of all medical concepts defined in the ontology specific consensus. This list is called the knowledge guideline and was later further refined by the physicians.

#### Creating a Structured Text Representation in Gesher

The clinical editors were provided with the gold-standard structured consensus and then used *Gesher* to create the complete structured representation of the guideline according to the knowledge-roles of the Asbru specification ontology. Each of the sub-plans in an Asbru-based guideline is composed from knowledge-roles such as "abort-condition" and "clinical-settings". The physicians used *Gesher* to markup text from the source guideline to create knowledge-roles for each of the sub-plans. The reference to the source was saved in the guideline library. Although the structured consensus includes informal specifications of all knowledge-roles, in this study the markup phase included only the following knowledge-roles: (1) filter-condition (2) setup-condition (3) complete-condition (4) abort-condition (5) actors (6) clinical-context.

### 5.1.4.. Experiment 1: Evaluation Measures

The structured consensus and the structured representation created by the intern and by the expert were compared to a gold-standard structured consensus and a gold-standard structured representation. The gold-standard representation was created by the expert physician together with the knowledge engineer and was assumed to be the most detailed and correct specification, clinically and semantically. The comparison of the specifications created by the experiment's participants to the gold-standard was also performed by the expert physician together with the knowledge engineer, using a software tool specifically developed for this purpose. The evaluation tool enabled users to navigate through the complex structure of guidelines which included more than 115 sub-plans, and to compare and grade each part of the structured consensus and the structured representation.

We used objectives measures of completeness and soundness (correctness) in order to measure the level of success of the physicians in completing the specification tasks. The completeness of the specification was defined as the number of knowledge elements (such as sub-plans or plan properties) that exist in the physician-created structured consensus and the structured representation compared to the number of knowledge elements existing in the gold-standard. In order to measure the soundness of the specification products, each of the knowledge elements was assigned a discrete grade describing its correctness; If the content of the element was correct and similar to the gold-standard, the element was graded as "Correct". If the content was not similar to the gold-standard, the element was assigned one of the following grades; "Not correct, worsening the patient outcome" or "Not correct, not worsening the patient outcome". The overall level of correctness of a guideline or a group of knowledge-roles is the proportion of knowledge elements assigned with the grade "Correct".

To evaluate the usability of the *Gesher*, we used the standard system usability scale (SUS) questionnaire \[[@R45]\] that was presented to the users after performing each of the tasks. To assess the effort in terms of time, we measured the time required for the expert and the intern to complete the specification process.

### 5.1.5.. Experiment 1: Results

#### Results for Creating a Structured Consensus in *Gesher*

We started by assessing the feasibility of structuring, by the two clinical editors, of the existing ontology-specific consensus document in *Gesher*. Both the expert and the intern achieved a high level of completeness in this task. The proportions of plans that exist both in the gold-standard structured consensus and in the structured consensus were 96% and 97% for the expert and the intern respectively. The proportions of completeness of the plan properties of each of the existing sub-plans (e.g. periodic specification and complete condition) were 99.6% and 100% for the expert physician and the intern respectively.

The correctness of the structured consensus created by the physicians was measured by the proportion of the knowledge elements that was scored as "Correct" in the evaluation. The expert and the intern achieved very high levels of correctness, 97.78% and 99.22% respectively.

#### Results for Performing the Markup in *Gesher*

Both clinical editors performed the markup based on the gold-standard structured consensus that was provided to them. Table **[3](#T3){ref-type="table"}** summarizes the results for the completeness and correctness of the structured representation. The knowledge-roles of the Asbru specification ontology that were used in the evaluation were partitioned into three classes: the condition knowledge-roles (e.g. complete, abort) the Context knowledge-roles ("actor" and "clinical-settings") and knowledge definition knowledge-roles.

The *completeness* of the structured representation that was created was defined as the proportion of the knowledge-roles with complete content from all knowledge-roles of all sub-plans. Both the expert physician and the intern achieved a very high level of completeness in structuring the conditional knowledge-roles, 99.79% and 100% respectively. The "actors" and "clinical-context" knowledge-roles were specified at a lower level of completeness, 63.25% and 94.44%, by the expert and the intern respectively.

The *soundness* of the structured representation was measured by the proportion of knowledge-roles that were judged as being similar to the gold-standard and to have the correct (clinically and semantically) content. Both clinical editors achieved a high level of soundness for structuring all classes of knowledge-roles.

#### Results for Amount of References to the Source Guideline

Another interesting measure we examined is the completeness of the references from the knowledge-roles of each sub-plan to the text of the source guideline. Each of the knowledge elements can include back pointers to the text of the source guideline where the recommendations originated. It is interesting to note in both markups the low proportion (about 50%) of elements that actually exist in the source guideline. To explain the result in Table **[4](#T4){ref-type="table"}**, the expert structured 278 knowledge-roles, from which 134 had back pointers to the source according to the gold-standard. He completed full references to 107 knowledge-roles, partial references to 4 knowledge-roles and missing references to 23 knowledge-roles.

#### Results for the Usability of *Gesher*

The following results for assessing the usability of the interface of *Gesher* were achieved by using the SUS that was presented to the clinical editors after performing each task. The clinical editors gave a mean score of 85% for the interface for structuring the consensus, and a mean score of 77.5% for the interface for performing the markup. Both clinical editors thus considered the *Gesher* tool quite usable.

#### Results Regarding Time Measures

The overall time effort for completing both parts of the specification process, were measured for both clinical editors. The expert worked for a total of 32 hours which were composed of 16 short episodes and the intern worked for a total of 46 hours, which that were composed of 8 longer sessions.

5.2.. Experiment 2: Evaluation of the Interface for Specifying the Declarative Concepts
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 5.2.1.. Experiment 2: Objectives

The objectives of the following experiment were to evaluate our collaborative methodology and the knowledge map interface in terms of the quality of the specification product and the level of usability of the user interface. In addition to assessing the time needed to complete the specification tasks, we were also interested in identifying subjective insights and challenges that arise when representing guideline knowledge.

### 5.2.2.. Experiment 2: Evaluation Methods

To accomplish these objectives we designed the following experiment. We asked three knowledge engineers, three physicians, and three combined teams (a physician working together with an engineer) to complete, after receiving a short training in the knowledge map tool, the declarative knowledge specification of the PET guideline. We then asked them to answer a SUS questionnaire. The results of the user\'s specifications were compared to a gold standard specification that a senior expert physician and a knowledge engineer created.

The training session included some background on the research and its objectives; a presentation of the theory behind the semi-formal representation of declarative knowledge; an explanation about the PET guideline; and an explanation about the knowledge map and the specification task. The training session also included a demonstration of the knowledge map tool and an explanation of the functions and of the display of the interface, which covered the various options available for the user when working with the knowledge map interface. In addition to the explanation, to improve user training, each participant used the tool in a self-training session to gain practice in specifying several medical concepts that were previously demonstrated. It was important to let the users work with the graphical tool and to complete the training session. Feedback from the participants indicated that they found the self-training session to be helpful. At the end of each training session, the participants completed a short questionnaire to determine if the training had been successful and to ensure that they all had the knowledge needed to complete the specification task. The questionnaire included ten multiple-choice questions about the main subjects of the training. After answering each question, the participants were told whether it was the correct answer and mistakes were corrected.

After the training, each participant was asked to create a full semi-formal specification of all of the knowledge concepts from the PET guideline. The guideline includes twenty abstract concepts that were defined, by a senior medical expert and a knowledge engineer during the consensus formation phase on the basis of the PET guideline. Each of these concepts was defined with a textual description (i.e. the structured text representation), and the task of the users was to achieve the most detailed semi-formal representation. To achieve the semi-formal representation, the users used the knowledge map interface to add additional concepts according to the textual definition; to assign them the correct properties (such as the data type of the concept); and to specify the correct \"abstracted-from\" relations which included specification of value and of temporal constraints. It was pointed out to the users that they should try to avoid redundancy in the knowledge specification i.e., primitive concepts should not appear more than once in the guideline\'s knowledge description. Redundancy was to be avoided to eliminate misunderstanding by the knowledge engineers when creating, at the next step of the specification, the formal representation. The participants were provided with access to the *Gesher* system and asked to complete the specification task in their own time. Most participants completed their work in several separate sessions; the time for completing the tasks was measured. For assessing the knowledge map tool\'s usability, the participant answered a SUS questionnaire, after completing the specification.

### 5.2.3.. Experiment 2: Evaluation Measures

In the beginning of the specification, the participants were given a textual description of twenty abstract concepts of the PET guideline knowledge. \"Severe PreEclampsia\" or \"HELLP syndrome\", are two examples of these abstract concepts. The abstract concepts included one or more sub-concepts, which were either raw-data concepts or were themselves abstracted from lower level concepts.

To evaluate the *completeness* of the specification of each of these concepts and to decide on the sub-elements that should exist for each abstract concept, we used a gold standard specification created by a senior physician and a knowledge engineer. Each specification was given a completeness score based on calculating the proportion of the number of elements existing in the specification compared to the number of elements in the gold standard. We examined 57 sub-elements to evaluate the completeness of each participant\'s specification; thus, the nine participating individuals or teams examined in total 513 (57x9) elements.

To evaluate the *correctness* of each of the abstract concepts, we examined the gold standard specification and decided on the elements that would be used to measure the correctness. These elements were based on the properties required for creating the semi-formal specification. Examples of these properties included constraints on parameter values, logical operators and parameter data-types (e.g. selection of \"Numeric\" or \"Boolean\" data type for a parameter). In order to evaluate the correctness of each specification, we marked each element as \"Correct\" or \"Not Correct\", and calculated the correctness as the proportion of elements that were marked \"Correct\". We examined 221 elements to evaluate the correctness of each participant\'s specification. (The nine participating individuals and joint teams handled an overall number of 1989 elements ).

### 5.2.4.. Experiment 2: Results

#### Results for Completeness

The overall result for completeness of the elements included within the nine specifications was 93.18% (478 existing sub-elements from an overall number of 513 sub-elements). The knowledge engineers all had the same mean level of completeness, 94.74%. The mean completeness scores of the three expert physicians were 87.72%, 89.47%, and 87.72%. All the collaborative teams had the same level of completeness, 96.49%.

When we compared the completeness measures of all of the participant pairs in each of the three groups of users, no significant differences were found (p\>0.05). Therefore, we were able in the next step to perform a proportions test to compare the mean scores of each group. The completeness of the specification by the expert physicians was significantly lower than the results of the knowledge engineers, (z=2.4, p=0.033) and the collaborative teams (z=2.86, p=0.004). There was no significant difference (p\>0.05) in the completeness of the specification by the knowledge engineers and by the collaborative teams. Table **[5](#T5){ref-type="table"}** summarizes these results.

#### Results for Correctness

The overall mean correctness of the elements included within the specifications of the participant individuals and teams, was 94.11% (1872 correct elements from an overall number of 1989 elements tested). The knowledge engineers\' mean correctness levels were 91.4%, 94.12% and 95.02%. The expert physicians\' mean correctness levels were 90.05%, 91.4% and 91.4%. The collaborative teams\' mean correctness levels were 98.19%, 98.64% and 96.83%.

When we compared the correctness scores among all the pairs of participants within the three groups of users, no significant differences were found (p\>0.05). Therefore we were able in the next step to conduct proportion tests to compare the mean correctness scores of each group. Table **[6](#T6){ref-type="table"}** summarizes the result for the comparison of the correctness between the three types of users. The correctness of the specification by the collaborative teams, was significantly higher than the one produced by either the expert physicians (z=5.5, p\<0.001) or by the knowledge engineers (z=3.93, p\<0.001). There was no significant difference (p\>0.05) between the correctness of the specifications produced by the knowledge engineers and by the physicians.

#### Results Regarding Time Measures

For each of the participants, we measured the time to complete the training session and the time to complete the specification and then calculated the total time. On average, the duration of the training session was 1 hour and 51 minutes and the duration of the specification was 3 hours and 51 minutes (the overall mean time for training and specification was 5 hours and 42 minutes). Table **[7](#T7){ref-type="table"}** summarizes the time needed for completing the tasks for each of the participants and the average times required by the three different types of users.

The effect of the group type on the training, specification and overall time was examined using three separate one-way ANOVAs. The time was the dependent variable and the group was the independent variable. The results show that the effect of the group was significant for the analysis of the overall time (F(2,6)=7.06, p=0.026) and insignificant for the analysis of the training and the specification times separately.

A post-hoc Duncan test showed that for the analysis of the overall time, the time needed by both knowledge engineers and the collaborative teams was significantly shorter than the time required by the physicians (p\<0.05). However, there was no significant difference between the time needed by the knowledge engineers and by the collaborative teams.

It should be mentioned, however, that the physicians\' sessions were typically composed of several shorter sessions, given their external time constraints. This limitation might well have had an effect on the time measurement results (see discussion).

#### Results for Usability

To evaluate the usability of the knowledge map interface, we asked each of the participants to fill out a standard SUS questionnaire after completing the specification task. The mean overall usability score was 80 ± 8.19 on a scale of 1 to 100. Table **[8](#T8){ref-type="table"}** shows the result for physicians and knowledge engineers. It should be noted that the SUS questionnaire was filled out on an individual basis not by teams.

To compare the usability scores of the two different types of users, we used a t-test, assuming equal variances. The mean score given to the interface by the knowledge engineers (85.83 ± 6.06) was significantly higher (t(10)=-3.52, p\<0.01) than the mean score the physicians gave it (74.12 ± 5.4).

#### Subjective Results

Several more interesting insights emerged from observing and debriefing the participants while performing the specification and after completing the tasks. While performing the specification, the knowledge engineers used the interface in a more fluent fashion, perhaps due to the fact that the interface included various functions that are common in these kind of graphical interfaces. For example, in order to relocate a concept and layout it on the map, it is necessary to locate the mouse pointer on the edge of the concept's shape and then drag and drop it to the new position. When locating the mouse on the center of the shape and clicking it, the concept changes its state for renaming instead of moving. Another example of a common graphical interface function is the option to use the "ctrl + mouse click" in order to select multiple shapes, and to move them all together. It is possible to assume that the experience of the engineers in using professional software, such as development environments, enabled them to easily learn and use the various functions of the knowledge map interface, which they may have found simpler to operate than the physicians did. Another interesting insight is the way the users organized the layout of the concepts in the map, during the specification and when finished. The physicians did not pay much attention to the organization of the map and used the function to hide other concepts which they did not need so that they would not bother them at that moment. The engineers, on the other, were more concerned in keeping the map organized. Fig. (**[9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}**) demonstrates the difference in the layout of two maps; the first was created by a physician and the second by an engineer.

5.3.. Experiment 3: Evaluation of the Guideline Exploration Module
------------------------------------------------------------------

This experiment was focused on the usability of the *Gesher* guideline exploration module. This module is used for exploring the hierarchical structure of clinical guidelines (see Fig. **[8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}**), during the specification process. One common scenario in using this module includes presenting the guideline to senior medical experts to validate the specification and/or extend the guideline. This module allows easy navigation through the hierarchical structure of the guideline and provides visualization of the procedural aspects. The generic structure used for the hierarchical representation of the procedural aspects of the guideline is based on *DeGeL*\'s meta-ontology and thus supports the display of guidelines from multiple ontologies.

### 5.3.1.. Experiment 3: Evaluation Methods

In this experiment we created a specification for one aspect of the congestive heart failure (CHF) guideline, managing the Coumadin treatment. We then asked several participants to use the exploration module. The evaluation was conducted with 12 participants: physicians, nurses and students. After being presented with a short demonstration of the tool, they were then asked to use the graphic interface and to answer four short questions regarding the guideline (e.g., what is the Coumadin dose in the loading stage for patients with low BMI levels). After completing the tasks, the participants completed the SUS questionnaire to evaluate the usability of the module.

### 5.3.2.. Experiment 3: Results

The overall mean time for training the users was 4 minutes and 20 seconds. The mean time to answer each question was 1 minute and 40 seconds; the mean score for the users\' responses to the questions was 85.6%; the mean usability score for the system was 71 (according the SUS scale).

6.. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
==========================

In this study, we focused on developing and evaluating a computational framework to support the process of clinical-guideline specification. We presented a digital library and a suite of computer tools that we developed for creating and maintaining a repository of clinical guidelines that are represented in increasingly formal format.

In order to evaluate the tools we developed and to learn about the guideline specification process, we conducted two experiments and additionally implemented a less-formal practical assessment. The two experiments involved 15 participants who were using these tools to perform different tasks in the specification process. In these experiments we evaluated the ability of the knowledge specification framework to support the intended users in specifying the procedural and declarative aspects of the clinical guideline.

In the first experiment, the clinicians found the system functional and usable in supporting the structuring of the guideline\'s consensus and in specifying the structured text representation. The *Gesher* system was found reasonably functional and usable in supporting the specification of the structured consensus and the structured representation. It is particularly encouraging that the intern successfully completed the tasks at a level of completeness and correctness that was not inferior to the senior physician.

To better understand why only 50% of the knowledge elements that were marked-up originated in the source guideline text, it is important to note that in the current methodology that we used for the guideline specification, the expert physician created much of the knowledge when creating the consensus, and could not be pinned down to a specific text in the source guideline. In particular, much of that knowledge was implicit in the guideline and not made sufficiently explicit. The physician was relied upon to apply the guideline to complete the missing details. However, that result suggests a significant difficulty regarding attempts to use natural language processing (NLP) techniques to automatically structure guidelines; much of the necessary text to be understood simply does not exist.

The knowledge map interface was functional and usable in supporting the specification of the semi-formal representation. Regarding completeness and correctness, the quality of the resultant specifications was very high. A mean time of 5 hours and 42 minutes, including the one-time training session, for completing the task of specifying all concepts within a relatively complex guideline such as the PET, was very reasonable, and provides another indication as to the feasibility of performing this task using the knowledge map. The usability scores given to the interface were high as well. An interesting fact is that the collaborative teams and the knowledge engineers produced a specification within a considerably shorter time that was significantly more complete than the physicians. This fact may be possibly due to several factors: the experience of the knowledge engineer in completing such tasks in complex computer environments; the more technical and organized approach of the engineers in solving these types of problems; and the fact that the physicians, given their external time constraints, had to complete the task in multiple short sessions, which might have had a cognitive effect (at each session, they needed to remember their work from previous sessions and continue from this stage).

We also found that the collaborative physician-engineer teams produced a specification with a significantly higher correctness level than both physicians and knowledge engineers separately. We attribute this result to the fact that the correctness of the semi-formal specification consists of clinical elements, which obviously were more familiar to the physicians while the engineers more easily understood the logical and technical elements related to the interface and to the specification model. The fact that the knowledge engineers awarded the interface a better usability score to the interface is quite intuitive; the engineers are used to performing this sort of task and working with this kind of graphical user interface. That the knowledge engineers and the collaborative teams completed the task in a significantly shorter time than the expert physicians might be connected to the fact that the interface was more usable to the engineers and that the physician faced with various external constraints had to complete the task in multiple shorter sessions. However, our overall conclusion is that the knowledge map interface for specifying declarative knowledge within clinical guidelines enables both knowledge engineers and physicians to specify that knowledge with high levels of completeness and correctness within reasonable time frames.

In the third experiment we evaluated the interface for guideline exploration. The interface was found usable by participants (score of 71) after a very short training (average of 4.3 minutes). The participants used this module for answering questions regarding certain knowledge within the complex structure of the hierarchical guideline. The questions were answered in a very short time, less than two minutes.

Regarding the specification of the formal representation, we examined it *via*an informal though quite insightful project, the specification of a complex congestive heart failure (CHF) guideline. The specification of this guideline was performed by two knowledge engineers in collaboration with an experienced CHF nurse, and approved by expert physicians from the Maccabi health maintenance organization. The formal representation of the guideline that was generated by the *Gesher* system was also validated by an automatic application of that guideline to a database of real patient records, using the runtime application engine for simulating and validating (by domain experts) the recommendations.

In future research, once the soundness and completeness of the knowledge specified by clinical editors has been demonstrated, the consistency among specified knowledge components can be measured, including a comparison to an existing body of knowledge. In fact, in an additional study that we carried out but which is not within the scope of the current project, we developed a methodology for validating and verifying the declarative knowledge.

6.1.. Limitations of the Study
------------------------------

The study has several limitations. Conducting the evaluation with additional clinical guidelines from other medical domains, published by different professional associations, would have enhanced our ability to generalize our conclusion. In the first experiment only two clinicians were used, due to the very detailed level of structuring that we required (more than 2000 knowledge elements for each specification).We chose to use the limited time we had with the participants for creating a full specification of the PET guideline at all presentation levels. The PET guideline is very complex and it was important for us to create a full specification guideline in order to assess the feasibility and the efforts required for such a task. The number of participants, although sufficient for the overall evaluation, might be larger in future experiments and could strengthen the significance of the results when comparing different types of users (e.g., knowledge engineers versus. expert physicians). However, the second and third experiments focused on smaller tasks, but included more users. Overall, 27 users participated in the three tasks. In addition, although informal discussions with the participants of the study highlighted the usefulness of the knowledge-map constructs, we did not evaluate formally in a controlled manner each of its components. Such a study might be a suitable subject for further research.

6.2.. Advantages of the Study
-----------------------------

Over the past two decades, various groups have been conducting research to apply computerized methods to clinical guidelines. In this study we developed a framework for guideline specification in an attempt to address several of the unresolved issues mentioned in the background section, such as lack of an integrated guideline-specification methodology, use of a central guideline repository, and support for specification of both declarative and procedural knowledge. Our approach emphasizes the importance of a central digital library for sharing and reusing the clinical guidelines in a distributed environment. Providing the ability to share the guidelines allowed us to better support a collaborative specification process by expert physicians and knowledge engineers who are often located in remote locations. We also suggested an overall methodology for gradual specification that involves these different types of users. Since we aimed for representing the guidelines in a format that allows automatic application for tasks such as decision support, the methodology was designed to achieve a formal level of representation, in a gradual process. Similar to other groups developing tools to achieve formal specification, the methodology emphasizes the formal model (i.e. \"model-centric\") and begins with specifying a formal consensus for the guideline by the domain experts. Linking between the formal guidelines to the free-text sources allows us to easily maintain the formal guidelines and strengthens the validity of their recommendations. Consequently we used the intermediate structured-text representation and included references to the source guidelines in a manner similar to the \"document-centric\" approaches. The methodology also included the semi-formal specification that supports a semi-automatic application. To validate the overall process we evaluated the methodology and the framework in three experiments. These experiments included 27 participants and resulted in high levels of validity for the specification process. The framework was also given high usability scores by the users (and even higher by knowledge engineers), an encouraging fact that strengthens our belief in the feasibility of representing formal clinical guidelines and implementing our overall vision for automating guideline-based care.
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![The specification methodology. In step 1, the expert physicians create the clinical consensus; in step 2, the expert physician together with the knowledge engineer structure the consensus in *Gesher;* in step 3, the clinical editor creates the structured text representation; in step 4 the expert physician and the knowledge engineer create the semi-formal representation; and in step 5 the knowledge engineer is creating the formal representation.](TOMINFOJ-4-255_F1){#F1}

![The hierarchical plan builder in *Gesher* that the expert physicians use for specifying the procedural aspects of the guideline. In this case the \"Management and Treatment\" plan, of the PET guideline, composed of evaluating the patient\'s state (severe or mild preeclampsia) and applying the matching treatment. The user selects plans from different types (frame 1) and adds them to the hierarchical flow chart (frame2). For each plan, several properties can be defined (frame 3); for composite plans the procedural aspect are specified (frame 4). The sub-plan hierarchy is displayed in a tree-view display (frame 5). In this phase the expert also defines a list of declarative concepts that will be further specified in the following phases (frame 6).](TOMINFOJ-4-255_F2){#F2}

![The interface used to edit the *Structured-Text Representation*. The clinical editor selects a concept from the *\"Guideline Declarative Knowledge\"* (frame1), and then marks text from the source guideline (frame 2) to add it to the text editor in order to create the specification of the selected concept.](TOMINFOJ-4-255_F3){#F3}

![A knowledge map graph specifying the concept *"Mild Preeclampsia"*. The abstracted-from relations are expressed by the directed links in the diagram. The concepts and their relations are graphically displayed in the map area (frame 1). When selecting a concept, the structures-text description is displayed (frame 2), in this case for the Proteinuria concept. For defining the constraints on the concept's values, the editor use the interface on the bottom left area (frame 3), in this case "\> =2+" and "\> =0.3g".](TOMINFOJ-4-255_F4){#F4}

![The interface for creating the formal representation. After selecting a plan from the sub-plan hierarchy (frame 1), the user selects a knowledge-role from the ontology (frame 2) to examine the Asbru XML (frame 3) that was automatically generated. The user can also use the source guideline (frame 4) to link each element of the guideline to the source recommendations. The user can also use the run-time application engine to debug the guideline and correct it when necessary.](TOMINFOJ-4-255_F5){#F5}

![The component used to manually perform the guideline semantic classification. The user can search for classification concepts (frame 1); explore them in the axis structure (frame 2); and use them for the guideline classification (frame 3). The panel on the left bottom (frame 4) displays the hierarchical locations of the assigned.](TOMINFOJ-4-255_F6){#F6}

![Interface for interactive exploration of hierarchical diagrams of clinical guidelines. The sub-plan hierarchy is presented in a tree-view display on the left (frame1); the interactive flow-chart diagram is displayed on the right (frame 2).](TOMINFOJ-4-255_F7){#F7}

![Reusing existing specifications. The figure demonstrates the option of copying a sub-plan between two guidelines that are opened simultaneously in *Gesher*. A composite sub-plan from an existing guideline (frame 1) was copied to a new guideline (frame 2).](TOMINFOJ-4-255_F8){#F8}

![An example of the layout of the Preeclampsia declarative knowledge, organized by an expert physician (frame 1), compared to the layout of the same guideline knowledge, as organized by a knowledge engineer (frame 2).](TOMINFOJ-4-255_F9){#F9}

###### 

Model-Centric Approaches for Guideline Specification and Application

  System Name                          Supports Automatic Guideline Application   Provides Gradual Methodological Specification   Includes Tools to Support the Formal Specification   Includes a Guideline Central Repository
  ----------------------------- ------ ------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
  ONCOCIN \[[@R13], [@R14]\]    1970   \+                                         \-                                              \-                                                   \-
  EON \[[@R15]\]                1996   \+                                         \-                                              \+                                                   \-
  GLIF \[[@R16]-[@R18]\]        1998   \+                                         \-                                              \+                                                   \-
  PROforma \[[@R19], [@R20]\]   1998   \+                                         \-                                              \+                                                   \-
  Asbru \[[@R21]-[@R23]\]       1998   \+                                         \-                                              \-                                                   \-
  Prodigy \[[@R24], [@R25]\]    2000   \+                                         \-                                              \+                                                   \-
  GUIDE \[[@R26], [@R27]\]      2001   \+                                         \-                                              \+                                                   \+
  GLARE \[[@R28]\]              2002   \+                                         \-                                              \+                                                   \-
  SAGE \[[@R29]\]               2004   \+                                         \-                                              \+                                                   \-
  GASTON \[[@R30]\]             2004   \+                                         \-                                              \+                                                   \-
  Helen \[[@R31]\]              2005   \+                                         \-                                              \+                                                   \-
  SEBASTIAN \[[@R32]\]          2005   \+                                         \-                                              \-                                                   \-

###### 

The Document Centric Approaches for Guideline Specification

  System Name                      Include Tools to Supports Expert Physician Collaboration   Gradual Specification Towards Formal Specification   Includes Guideline Repository
  ------------------------- ------ ---------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------
  PRESTIGE \[[@R33]\]       1999   \-                                                         \-                                                   \-
  GEM \[[@R34]\]            2000   \+                                                         \+                                                   \-
  HGML \[[@R35]\]           2000   \+                                                         \+                                                   \-
  GMT (DELT/A) \[[@R36]\]   2003   \+                                                         \+                                                   \-
  Stepper \[[@R12]\]        2004   \+                                                         \+                                                   \-
  Map of Medicine           2005   \+                                                         \-                                                   \+
  MHB \[[@R37]\]            2006   \+                                                         \+                                                   \-
  CKS (Former Prodigy)      2006   \+                                                         \-                                                   \+

###### 

The Proportion of the Complete and Correct Knowledge-Roles in the Specification of the Structured Representation of the PET Guideline

  Knowledge-Roles   Expert             Intern                                
  ----------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
  Conditions        467/468 (99.79%)   462/467 (98.93%)   468/468 (100%)     466/468 (99.57%)
  Context           148/234 (63.25%)   150/150 (100%)     221/234 (94.44%)   220/220 (100%)
  Knowledge         11/18 (61.11%)     9/11 (81.18%)      17/18 (94.44%)     15/17 (88.24%)

###### 

The Completeness of the References to the Source Guideline

  ----------------- ------------------ ------------------
  **Expert**        Full               107/134 (79.85%)
  Partial           4/134 (2.99%)      
  Missing           23/134 (17.16%)    
  Exist in source   134/278 (48.2%)    
  **Intern**        Full               184/193 (95.34%)
  Partial           0/193 (0%)         
  Missing           9/193 (4.66%)      
  Exist in source   193/355 (54.37%)   
  ----------------- ------------------ ------------------

###### 

Using Proportion Tests to Compare the Completeness of the Specification of the Different Type of Group of Participants

                              Group 1            Group 2            P Value
  --------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------
  Physicians *vs* Engineers   151/171 (88.3%)    162/171 (94.74%)   0.033
  Physicians *vs* Teams       151/171 (88.3%)    165/171 (96.49%)   0.004
  Engineers *vs* Teams        162/171 (94.74%)   165/171 (96.49%)   0.428

###### 

The Results of Proportion Tests to Compare the Correctness of the Specification of the Different Type of Groups of Participants

                              Group 1            Group 2            P Value
  --------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------
  Physicians *vs* Engineers   603/663 (90.95%)   620/663 (93.51%)   0.081
  Physicians *vs* Teams       603/663 (90.95%)   649/663 (97.89%)   \<0.001
  Engineers *vs* Teams        620/663 (93.51%)   649/663 (97.89%)   \<0.001

###### 

The Mean Time (in Minutes) to Complete the Semi-Formal Specification of the PET Guideline Knowledge

                        Training   Specification   Overall
  --------------------- ---------- --------------- ---------
  Knowledge Engineers   100        188             288
  Expert Physicians     140        313             453
  Teams                 93         193             287
  Mean                  111        231             342

###### 

The SUS Usability Score by All Participants

                        User 1   User 2   User 3   User 4   User 5   User 6   Mean ± Std
  --------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------------
  Physicians            75       82.5     77.5     70       72.5     67.5     74.12 ± 5.4
  Knowledge Engineers   92.5     90       85       87.5     85       75       85.83 ± 6.06
  Summary                                                                     80 ± 8.19
